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ABSTRACT
Recent years have borne witness to an explosion of games research
from diverse home disciplines. Much of this work concerns game de-
sign, but the games research community has yet to agree on practices
and methods for examining game design that are simultaneously rig-
orously scholarly, flexible enough to accommodate a design-oriented
perspective, and sufficiently knowledgeable of computation to en-
gage with the materiality of games.

In this paper, we outline such an approach. We focus on the ques-
tion of an appropriate method for an academic game design research
practice that is grounded in making and play while respecting recov-
erability and context. We demonstrate what game analysis based on
such a method can reveal, drawing on the case of Pippin Barr’s It
is as if you were doing work, and show how method and analysis
in tandem can materialise tacit design knowledge, support balanced
subjectivity, and illuminate the often abstract design problem space.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Game design is a complex, holistic and multidisciplinary practice im-
plicating design, technology, and art to name the most obvious–but
also marketing, management, psychology, history, and as many other
fields as stakeholders might feel relevant. As such, it is no surprise
that research concerning game design varies greatly in its method-
ologies and epistemological assumptions. In spite of this diversity,
there is a widely shared (though not always explicit) recognition that
making an actual game or testable prototype is useful to materialize
the design questions, aesthetic issues, or technical problems that are
being addressed by the research. These prototypes are frequently
submitted to playtesting or other forms of more qualitative aesthetic
interpretation.

What is usually neglected, however, is the exposition and jus-
tification of the series of decisions that led to the specific design
of a game. Perhaps the research question is whether one dialogue
system is more "immersive" than another, but why are the charac-
ters speaking about this subject? Why are they in this environment?
Why do they look like this? Would the playtests have had the same
results if the context, platform, theme, genre, point-of-view, etc.
had been different? Isolating a specific variable within a game is
near-impossible as all its aspects make sense in relationship each
other. We cannot abstract Mario’s jumping from his ability to punch
upward, for example.

Whenever a game (or game prototype) is created, whether in a
formal research context or not, a trajectory is being chosen through a
space of design possibilities. Our claim is that this process is research
in itself. This is at least partly acknowledged in the advocating of
prototyping as an exploratory technique in game design handbooks
([34] for example), but we ask: how can we yield the most value
from this form of creation within an academic context? How can the
prototyping and game-making going on in many game-design re-
lated research practices be made more self-aware, exposing research
findings about design itself rather than black-boxing the creative pro-
cess? Taking inspiration from design-oriented research agendas that
have been taken up elsewhere in design fields, and notably within
our reference field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), as well
as the research practices of game designers outside of academia, we
ask: What methods can we use in an academic game design research
practice that would support making and articulation of making while
respecting recoverability and context?

Our contributions are as follows. First, we provide an in-depth
assessment of the state of the art of design research in other, more
advanced fields that have considered these same questions. Focusing
on the HCI literature in particular, including its coverage of game
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HCI specifically, we provide a reference point for thinking about
design itself as an object of scholarship. Second, we propose a game
design research method that draws on prototyping theory and soft-
ware development practice, emphasizing the methodical archiving
of all stages of digital game prototyping alongside conscientious and
regular design diary keeping by the game designer. From such repos-
itories, one can draw on material evidence in the form of playable
game builds, code, and documentation in order to make grounded
claims about how game design happens and about the very nature of
the design of play. Third, we use the method to document the making
process of a critically acclaimed game, It is as if you were doing
work [4]. Finally, we demonstrate what a design process analysis
of a game developed in keeping with our method can look like, and
discuss how both method and analysis in tandem can materialise
tacit design knowledge, support balanced subjectivity, and illuminate
the often abstract design problem space.

2 BACKGROUND
Game design has been practiced for as long as games have existed,
but game design research – or game design as rigorous academic
research – has a younger history. In the early 2000s, while game stud-
ies was solidifying as a discipline chiefly in relation to humanities
and social science-oriented perspectives [2, 30, 62], games and play,
began to appear more regularly as topics of inquiry within computer
science and HCI literature. Researchers examined the possibility of
using game-like aesthetics and features to mask productivity pur-
poses [21, 59], and began asking whether fun and pleasure might in
and of themselves be experiences HCI practitioners should pursue
alongside classic “usability” qualities [13, 20, 36, 42]. Precedents
were laid for examining games from an HCI perspective, and the
methods of HCI were appropriated to games to advance and support
claims about play experiences. Scholars established ways to apply
the think-aloud protocol to play [40], they devised heuristic evalu-
ations for games derived from usability [27], and began collecting
psychophysiological measures from players, deriving quantifications
of play experience [47].

An arbitrary sampling of game publications from the last two
years includes: experiments converting off-the-shelf games into
exergames [43], player studies of emotionally moving game ex-
periences [16], experiments with social comparison visualisation
strategies to enhance player performance [22], increasing gamifi-
cation user retention via game updates [67], sense of agency in
mid-air touchless interfaces [23], and tool support for making mo-
bile VR maze games [35]. These papers by no means represent the
full diversity of games research present in the video game research
community, but each of these papers adopts most of the following
methodological steps: formation of a hypothesis or research question
around a game feature or experience variable, running of a practical
experiment involving development or modding, deployment and
testing with users usually for the purpose of collecting quantitative
data, and reporting general design implications or guidelines.

As Harrison et al. point out in “The Three Paradigms of HCI”,
there is not just one form or philosophy of HCI [39]. Crucially,
whichever paradigm we find ourselves in informs and constrains the
epistemologies our research perspectives rest on, the methods we
have ready to hand, and correspondingly, the questions we ask. Thus,

it can be difficult to conceive of, let alone investigate, questions that
do not form an easy fit within our accepted epistemological and
methodological backdrops.

We propose that much of game research still largely situates it-
self within the second paradigm of HCI – a cognitivist mode where
generalisable frameworks and rules are valued and controlled ex-
perimentation yields trustworthy results [39]. In this paradigm, we
can perform rigorous experiments on quantifiable aspects of games,
but we are unsure of how to treat highly contextual accounts of
play experience or what to do with intangible and ever-changing
aspects like game aesthetics and, indeed, game design. Thus we find
numerous examples of game research that hone in on highly specific
aspects of game design, compartmentalising them and investigat-
ing them as experimental variables, while disregarding how play
is experienced outside of the lab: holistically and contextually. Of
course there are exceptions, including [14, 48, 50], but they are in
the minority. To clarify our position: groundbreaking and important
work has been undertaken by our community in this way, but our
mechanisms for supporting more contextually-focused accounts of
game design research are still not strong.

In other realms of design, such as the interaction design com-
munity the third paradigm, one that foregrounds context, situated
perspectives, and tacit knowledge, is prominent (e.g. [17, 25, 26, 37,
54, 55, 68]). It is within this third paradigm that design-orientation in
research [31] comes into its own, its agenda and assumptions finally
coalescing into coherence. Design research, as we outline below,
has been framed in numerous ways, but consistently foregrounds
the following perspective: design knowledge is contextual and tacit,
residing somewhere between the making of things and in those things
themselves.

In 1995, Frayling proposed three ways of thinking about configu-
rations of art, design, and research. Research into art and design is
research on historical, cultural, and social aspects of art and design,
research through art and design is research arising as a result of art
and design, and research for art and design is research where think-
ing is embodied in the artifact itself: the artifact itself serves as a
material claim about design process and rhetoric [33]. Design schol-
ars such as Buchanan and Norman have presented a complementary
perspective on research for art and design, asserting that designs
embody material claims and rhetorics, and that we reason about the
intended use of objects via their physical designs [18, 53]. At the
same time, cultural studies scholars argue that the way in which we
make nuanced interpretations of phenomena is by considering them
in cultural contexts [65].

Frayling’s configurations of research, art, and design were intro-
duced into HCI research by way of scholars such as Zimmerman
et al. [68] and Dalsgaard [25]. Meanwhile, Fallman proposed re-
lated distinctions in the more specifically context of research in
interaction design: research-oriented design, design that is driven
by research, versus design-oriented research, research that is driven
by design [31]. The former, research-oriented design, is a mainstay
of practicing designers working to the needs of clients, and features
problem-solving as its main objective. The latter, design-oriented
research, overlaps with Frayling’s research through and for art and
design and features problem-setting as its main objective. While
all these terms have since been integrated into interaction design
discourse as ways to characterise and categorise the relationship
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between design and research (e.g. [17, 26, 37, 54, 55]), these terms
do not feature with much significance within the game literature.

In keeping with Harrison et al.’s claim about questions being
shaped by paradigms, we argue that this categorisation has not yet
featured extensively within game research because contextually-
focused accounts of game design cannot easily be accommodated
by second paradigm game design research in terms of epistemol-
ogy or method. Indeed, it turns out that similar problems plague
game studies. Deterding asserts that game studies has grown but
becomes increasingly narrow and less willing to engage with episte-
mologies and methods from diverse disciplines [28]. As a solution
for facilitating epistemological plurality, he proposes a focus on
design-orientation. He highlights HCI as an arena in which rich
interdisciplinary scholarship takes place, where designed objects
are recognised as complex cultural artifacts, and design is viewed
both as a valuable mode of inquiry and a bridge between theory and
practice. Surprisingly, though, Deterding does not point out game
HCI research as an example where design serves this role, and in-
stead identifies Ratto’s critical making practice [55] as a model [28].
Also in the context of game studies, Kultima similarly argues that
design-orientation has not yet become integrated as a perspective,
stating “notions of ‘design’ and ‘design research’ are not explicitly
reflected on the research papers within the academic field of game
research” and “due to the absence of the academic counterparts
for game design theories, game studies continues to use the early
conceptions of the industry driven game design books” [45].

We believe that game design research has suffered as a result of
being caught between epistemologies and disciplines that form only
a partial fit to the concerns of design itself. Game design research
shows no signs of slowing down but does not yet have deep founda-
tions to rest on because it is unsure of what it is. Until it can truly
embrace being design research proper, as opposed to research which
leans on existing dominant HCI research traditions, many of the
holistic game design research questions we could ask fall through
the gaps of epistemologies. We can try to massage our research ques-
tions and methods to make sense within an existing HCI agenda, but
it might make it difficult for us to ask all the design-related questions
we might wish.

Outside of academia, the notion that individuals hone knowledge
about craft through craft – and may use the resulting outputs as
material argument – is hardly controversial. As Schön has observed
about professional craft in general, it is anchored in practice and
intuition, and the problems tackled are often messy and ill-defined
[58]. Yet messiness is not necessarily problematic: referring back to
designed artifacts reifies and strengthens knowledge and observation.
Mainstream events like the Game Developers Conference (GDC)
and archives such as its vault [1] are a testament to this form of
practice: a single annual iteration of GDC results in hundreds of
hours of game design experts demonstrating and sharing their knowl-
edge and experience while using designed artefacts (actual games)
as evidence. Abstraction of design knowledge and design rules are
valuable, but the value of this knowledge is intrinsically linked to the
quality and qualities of the designed things they underpin. Likewise,
game festivals like IndieCade rely on an intimate knitting between
designed artefact and articulation: designers with games accepted
into IndieCade end up developing, over many demonstrations, con-
cise explanations that set apart what their game does, what their

game is, and why their game is. Game jams, such as the 48 hour
Global Game Jam, are pitched as the ultimate exercise in high speed
crafting and the resulting artefact is taken to speak for itself. In on-
line forums such as Twitter, publications such as RPS and Polygon,
and platforms such as itch.io, the designed artefact becomes ever-
more important as a material argument: designers may not be able
to have face-to-face conversation with the public, but the public can
download and play their games to form and reflect on their opinions.
In all these events that bring communities of game designers together
to share and reflect on their craft, the designed artefact is never far
from hand: making helps designers articulate, and articulating helps
designers make. Knowledge simultaneously exists in the thing and
in the articulation of the thing.

As researchers of game design, we found ourselves asking: why is
it that game designers in the “real world” can make assertions about
game design that we within academia we feel uneasy about making,
unable to justify, and/or hard to get published? Less colloquially,
what is lacking in our methodological toolkit for researching game
design that means we cannot ask and answer the same questions that
our non-academic practitioner peers can?

Our desire is to create an academic space for game design research
that acknowledges the closely knit relationship between making and
articulation, the special insights a maker has into their creations, but
also the fragility of context. However, we also need something akin
to rigour to be pursued in this form of research as otherwise the
academic context affords nothing in addition to “real world” game
design. Such rigour is misleading and perhaps even irrelevant in
the context of design practice, however, a realm in which identical
problems can rarely be replicated, designerly intuition is important,
and aesthetic taste plays a significant steering role. Instead we align
with the idea of recoverability as a design-friendly alternative to
rigour that has been adopted from action research into design re-
search, referring to the designer-researcher’s need to ensure that
“the process is recoverable by anyone interested in subjecting the
research to critical scrutiny” [38, 49].

Let’s recall our primary research question: What are the methods
for an academic game design research practice that supports making
and articulation of making, while respecting recoverability and
context? Building on this question, what can an analysis based on
such a method look like and, more generally, what kind of design
knowledge can we hope to find using such methods?

3 A METHOD FOR GAME DESIGN ANALYSIS
A conventional game design analysis might draw a bridge between
a piece’s formal properties (mechanics) and its intended player ex-
perience (or aesthetic reception) [41]. While this is a valid exercise
and can lead to interesting observations, what such an approach
obscures is the actual design process of the game, something that
is more or less invisible when looking only at the end result. It is
easy to assume, for example, that the play experience of a game was
intended from the beginning, and that its design consisted essentially
in the problem-solving exercise of finding the right mechanics to
reach the appropriate aesthetic destination. In fact, this is how we
often teach game design: establish what game experience you want
your players have, and iterate on the game’s design until it creates
that experience [32, 34].
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Those of us who have undertaken game development, however,
will quickly acknowledge that the real story is more complicated.
The design process is a complex trajectory, with each decision serv-
ing as a balancing act between conflicting factors: humans, resources,
computers, context, time, etc. [44]. A philosophical counterpart to
the idea of a design trajectory is the space that trajectory passes
through: the design problem space, or the space of possible design
solutions. From the vantage point of the problem space, there is
never just one possible solution, there are many [24, 46, 60].

One way that designers make sense of a problem space is through
prototyping, as prototypes can serve to materialise a point in the
space and the constraints it interacts with. Prototypes essentially help
us to traverse the design problem space by serving as steps along a
path [24, 46]. If prototypes are the individual stepping stones, itera-
tion is the force that propels us: the building of the total path itself.
And, indeed, iteration and prototyping are highlighted as essential
components of “best practice game design” in most writing on the
subject [34, 57]. Crucially, however, there is important processual
and designerly knowledge embedded not just in the prototypes that
precede the end product, but in the decision-making process linking
the first prototype to the final release. In reflecting on the overall
design problem space, and the specific trajectory followed, we can
recover valuable insights into the game design process both in the
specific case and potentially also for games more generally.

Prototyping theory also tells us, though, that the best prototype
is the cheapest, fastest one to build that helps us answer a certain
design question [46]. That is, prototypes have often been associated
with disposability, developed with the understanding that they will
be superseded by other, better, more advanced materialisations of
the concepts they embody [19, 29]. Indeed, game companies zeal-
ously guard playable builds of their games until they are mostly
polished. Even design process documentation can be hard to come
by: documents published during development such as screenshots,
concept art, and videos, are usually carefully curated promotional
material. Independent game makers are often more generous on this
front, many keeping development diaries, for example. While this
documentation is a very useful (and still under utilized) source for
analysis, it is still lacking in one respect: ultimately, games are ex-
perienced through play and so assessment through blog entries and
screenshots can only go so far. So how might we give the playable
aspects of the problem space materiality and recoverability?

Taking inspiration from prototyping theory, software development
practice, and qualitative research, our approach for giving the game
design problem space materiality involves methodical and dedicated
archiving of all stages of digital game prototyping, coupled with
conscientious and regular design diary keeping by the game designer.
Ideally, this archiving takes place in a publicly accessible online
version control repository, such as GitHub or BitBucket. This makes
it possible for individuals, who may be wholly external to the de-
sign team, to visit the source control and check out versions of the
project from different moments in time as evidential complements
to designers’ diaries.

However, in order for such archives to be genuinely rich reposi-
tories of process knowledge that can be gleaned after the fact, our
approach requires methodical use of commits, i.e. the version control
process of checking significant blocks of work into a repository.
Designers’ version control practices vary wildly: some commit even

small changes, others only commit when a feature has been intro-
duced that does not break the rest of the code, others still commit
at the end of a work session, and so on. Our desire is to make the
pattern of committing closer to what a visualisation of the design
problem space might be, such that process decisions are recorded via
commits, and can later be revisited through accessing old commits.
As such, at a minimum we propose commits based on completed fea-
tures, design questions, design hypotheses, competing versions and
prototypes (via branches), as well as the ever practical “I changed my
code and ran a test, and it did not break”. Notably, version control
software mandates writing a “commit message” which can be lever-
aged for design research purposes by referencing not just technical
elements of the commit, but also design implications and think-
ing. That is, the commit message, both in its one-liner and detailed
forms, can be written in such a way as to give an understanding of
design/research-relevant changes and decisions made as part of the
commit1.

A history of commits over time can give an understanding of
the overall design space and how it has been traversed: its pressure
points, its branching points, where decisions have been made, and
where possible lines of inquiry have been pruned. Importantly, be-
cause these commits can be retrieved and, assuming only working
builds are committed, played, it becomes possible to draw on mate-
rial evidence in the form of game builds, code, and documentation
when making claims about how game design happens and about the
very nature of the design of play. This can either be done while the
design project is proceeding – in vivo, or a “hot analysis” – or after
the design project has completed – postmortem, or a “cold analysis”.
We note that postmortems are already a mainstay of game industry-
oriented analyses of game development, and we knowingly reuse
the term to fold our interpretations of hot and cold analyses into the
same conceptual territory. With strong documentation, such analyses
can be undertaken by the designer herself or by someone who has
been entirely external to the creative component of the project.

The methods used to inform the analysis draw on qualitative
research approaches. We propose case study as a format, which is
appropriate to use when there is no predetermined hypothesis, when
the intention is to gather rich, detailed data in an authentic setting,
and when a holistic understanding of the phenomena is sought, in
keeping with the idea that much of what we can know about human
behaviour is best understood as lived experience in the social context
[66]. Other possible formats include grounded theory [61] and digital
ethnography [15]. Whichever format is used, the researcher should
seek to focus on design taking place in context, and propositions
must be based on evidence present in the repository.

In the following section, we present an example of a cold case
analysis of the game It is as if you were doing work [4] (or Work
for short). Work is a free, browser-based game developed by Pippin
Barr, an author of this paper, and is accompanied by a publicly
available GitHub repository featuring code (see figure 1), process
documentation (see figure 2), and press materials, and is also the
subject of numerous design diary entries Barr maintained throughout
Work’s development process [7]. An often overlooked truth of design
research is that the motivation to extract design knowledge from

1As we accumulate projects documented following this approach (which we call
MDMA), we hone best practices for its various parameters and document them here:
http://www.gamesasresearch.com/mdma.
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Figure 1: An example of Git commits from It is as if you were
doing work

Figure 2: An example of process entries from It is as if you were
doing work

the work of other designers often hinges on its perceived qualities,
good or otherwise. Work has been played by approximately 200,000
players at the time of writing, and has received many positive reviews
in well-known online publications, including Vice [64], The Verge
[63], Engadget [56], Boing Boing [11], and Tech Crunch [12]. Based
on its positive reception, coupled with the rigorous documentation
Barr engaged in throughout the process of making Work, we use
it as a candidate to demonstrate how game design analysis can be
undertaken based on builds, code, and documentation.

The analysis itself was written by another author of this paper,
not Barr himself. While the analyst had no specific question in mind
on beginning the analysis, his intent was to identify key moments
in the design trajectory that can yield game design-relevant insights.
Additionally, the analyst had little knowledge of the end result of
Barr’s design prior to undertaking the analysis as he had not played

Figure 3: It is as if you were doing work during play

the game at that time. His approach was to follow Barr’s design pro-
cess, continuously comparing Barr’s writing with contemporaneous
prototype builds extracted from the GitHub repository.

4 A DESIGN PROCESS ANALYSIS OF “IT IS
AS IF YOU WERE DOING WORK”

Work was released by Pippin Barr in July 2017. It presents itself
as an application designed to give a sense of purpose to the idle
humans of a near future in which all work has been delegated to
robots [10]. It takes the form of an early Windows-style desktop
environment with modern office-like tasks to be performed through
the manipulation of conventional GUI elements, such as sliders,
radio buttons, and text boxes (see figure 3). The game was noticed
by a number of generalist and specialized publications, most picking
up on the game’s social commentary: “A job simulator designed
to make you feel useful, chasing your existential anguish. Horrible,
isn’t it?” [64], translated from French).

4.1 A “UI game”
A key finding in looking at the design process of Work is that the
post-work satire (arguably the most salient aspect of the released
game) is completely absent from the project’s inception. Barr’s first
entry states his new project’s basic idea as: “A game made entirely
of small (WarioWare-esque) activities from our daily life of using
computers. So, for instance, you might be challenged to drag a folder
into the trash, or move a slider to a specific setting” [3]. This brief
statement is already very rich with game designerly thinking. For
one, Barr begins from an observation of a human behaviour (here
the trivial yet omnipresent use of standardized graphic user interface
elements) and asks the question of how this activity could be thought
of as a game. This is one of the most basic yet fruitful game design
operations: I see that people move toward destinations – what if they
were challenged to get somewhere before others? What if they had to
jump over small fences in the process? Game designers are always
on the lookout for activities that have not yet been appropriated for
the realm of games. The proof that this is key to Barr’s thinking
about his project is that before he had settled for a title, he often
refers to his project as the “UI game”.

Another typical game design approach is to think in terms of other
games or game genres to articulate aspects of the project. Games are
rarely entirely novel, and the parts that are derived from pre-existing
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designs can be summarily communicated by referring to examples
(especially since game design is still very much in the process of
standardizing terms to refer to typical forms). One of the first things
Barr says of his project is that it is “WarioWare-esque”, by which he
probably wants to evoke a series of mechanically varied, randomly
selected mini-challenges prompting players to quickly understand
what the actions they need to perform as in the game WarioWare
[52]. If GUI manipulation was the core activity targeted by Barr,
WarioWare was his reference in thinking the framing of that activity
as a hectic series of mini tableaux.

In his “basic idea” statement, Barr judges it useful to embody his
design intuitions in concrete, low-level examples: drag a folder to
trash, move a slider to a specific setting [3]. These examples are
extremely important as Barr is already visualising his future game
in action. He can see the pop-up window with some text and a slider
awaiting to be slid. There are countless other ways to imagine what
a “UI-game” could be, but this is his mental image. This will both
help him operationalize his design process (I need a window, text,
and a slider) but is also already causing the abstract idea to sediment
in a specific form. As these thinking examples follow him, they will
act as a closing force, restricting the design space. It is not a bad
thing: designing is in a way the process of progressively reducing
that space to one single possibility. One simply needs to be aware of
that effect. It is telling that the slider example will in fact make its
way to the released game.

Barr’s first diary entry thus already gives a glimpse of typical
game design reasoning and operations. Ideas are harvested from
observation. Just like the master painter’s eye is trained to spot the
interesting lighting conditions or the facial expression of a model
that will lead to a complete painting, the game designer notices
activities or situations that can be modelled meaningfully in a ludic
structure. Hybridization is another common game design operation,
relieving both designers and players of the burden of re-thinking
(and re-learning) a completely new game structure by working from
familiar patterns: what if we took X but replaced Y with Z? This
requires game literacy: a large repertoire of ludic structures and
components to draw from, juggle with, and reorganize. Finally, a
game designer needs the capacity to imagine a game not yet made
in action, so as to anchor abstract ideas in material form.

4.2 The problem of language
In his March 27th diary entry, as Barr is picking up speed in the
development of this game, he brings up what he calls “the question of
language” [3]. Now that he has an actual GUI window to work with
(see figure 4), he simply acknowledges that these usually contain
text, which begs the very material question of: what text? Barr seems
to want to avoid this question (probably to keep the focus on the
“UI game” and not so much on whatever content might create the
context of these operations) by imagining non-text alternatives such
as “emoji or ‘censored’ unicode block elements”. This leads him
to thinking in terms of an alien language that could be rendered as
strings of varying non-letter characters such as in figure 5.

The following entries show how the seemingly decorative ques-
tion of how to dress up the core mechanics of the game begins to
steer the project in new directions. Barr is concerned that the alien
language might beg to be deciphered, that players will bite on this

Figure 4: Early screenshot of It is as if you were doing work with
placeholder text [9]

Figure 5: An example of the “alien writing” ver-
sion of It is as if you were doing work from commit
51b5f5d883f146b8d232f706e4cac802b33a6783, March 21st
2017 [8]
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Figure 6: Partial capture of array of pre-written content
phrases in It is as if you were doing work [6].

mystery, perhaps overlooking the GUI play. He juggles with ideas
to discourage such an interpretation: “perhaps animating the char-
acters?” He considers dropping it in favour of generic labels such
as “Radio 1” and “Radio 2” and “Button” but regrets that it would
end up “missing out on the cool language thing”. We see that in the
process of solving the design problems raised by his initial question,
Barr has stumbled upon a formal idea that is now exerting its own
pull. The default visual settings of the JQuery library Barr is using
is yet another factor of influence. The Unicode blocky characters
look even more alien in white on dark grey than they would in more
desktop-like styles.

We can easily imagine a very different Work game building up
from here that would still be hinging on the mechanics of familiar
GUI elements, but as a foundation to support a decrypting/discovery
gameplay: What do these buttons mean? What is this an interface
to? How can I work it to do something? On March 31st, Barr back-
tracks completely from the alien language idea and opts for a more
traditional early Windows aesthetic [5]. His reasoning is that it
was “detracting from being able to think of it in a humorous way”
and “pulling away from the original idea of a person pretending
to work” [3]. His new answer to the “content” problem is to re-
sort to “business-y wording and phrases generated through Tracery”
(eventually, the list of prewritten phrases visible in figure 6).

This episode in the game’s development highlights how much
influence seemingly disparate elements of design can have on one
another. The notion that a game’s abstract mechanics and their visual
or narrative elements can be considered entirely separately does
not hold. In the design process, every input – whether systemic,
technical, visual – exerts a force on the resulting artefact; and these
effects are cumulative as they inform decisions further down the line.
Next, we will see just such a dynamic take place with the game’s
narrative premise.

4.3 Finding a narrative
In his first post, Barr was already pondering the narrative potential
of this project: “One twist would be to incorporate narrative into the
texts and imagery in the game, so that over time it becomes apparent

it’s also a story” [3]. Barr’s interest lay in the fact that “...you could
tie the UI actions as metaphors for content in the story and vice
versa”. This thread of thinking ends up not being followed-up in
later development, perhaps because of the early realization that: “...it
would obviously massively complicate how the game would be able
to work in terms of randomising things”.

Eight months later, as the core elements of the game are now func-
tional, Barr consider the bigger picture: the “meta-interface/narrative/aesthetic
of this game”. Interestingly, a player character story suddenly ap-
pears fully formed:

‘the player’ is a person who lives in the near future of
fully automated work and a living wage. They have no
obligations day to day, but they remember the concept
of working and the idea that having a job and doing
work (on a computer) gave them value in society. They
want to continue to have that feeling, but there’s noth-
ing for them to actually do, so this game “It is as if
you were doing work” exists to allow them to have
that feeling - the semblance of doing work without the
actual productivity. [3]

There is no discussion as to how this setting came about, with the
exception of a need to establish a framing context for the player’s
activities in the game: playing at working. Part of the elegance of
this solution is its economy: it requires no additional design work.
Everything remains as it was, except there is now a need to convey
the piece’s fictive backdrop. Eventually, this will be reduced to a
diegetically grounded “About” document left on the desktop to be
read by the player, shown in figure 7.

Figure 7: “About” screen from final build for It is as if you were
doing work

This late adoption of a background story could be interpreted as
an argument favouring the superficial contribution of narrative to
games. However, press coverage demonstrates the contribution of the
story to Work’s interpretation: “I’ve been playing It Is As If You Were
Doing Work on the same computer I use to do work during work
hours, and I don’t quite know what’s real anymore. Time to hit this
button marked ‘publish’ and see if I get any promotion points.” [63].
Its influence on the design process should not be underestimated
either.

Once Barr had committed to this story, it became a core structur-
ing factor in following design decisions. For example, a lingering
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concern seemed to be the balancing of difficulty. A week earlier,
he had written, “how hard is this meant to be??” [3]. Level of dif-
ficulty is always a hard question for a designer to answer, as it is
arbitrary and hinges on a clear understanding of the quality of ex-
perience being sought. Early versions of Work rely on a succession
of prompts, as opposed to a single desktop environment, enforcing
an intense pace on players. Dialog boxes asking the player to click
a single button can be dealt with quickly, but others that require
typing a specific sentence or setting a spinner to a given number
require sufficient time and effort that completion is interrupted by
new dialogs appearing. As they pile up, the play experience soon
becomes overwhelming and stressful. This hectic rhythm remains
in keeping with Barr’s initial WarioWare reference, materialising
an aesthetic of intense productivity. The fast-paced versions of the
game could in fact be interpreted as a very literal take on Janet Mur-
ray’s provocation that we can read Tetris as “the enactment of the
overtasked lives of Americans” [51].

There are multiple factors that Barr finds difficult to settle: Should
it be more of a continuous grind, or punctual, more intense chal-
lenges? How should actions be rewarded? Should players be pun-
ished for errors or simply be stalled until they succeed? How hectic
should the pace be? At what interval should pop-up tasks appear?
What is a good length for each task? Ultimately these design ques-
tions are answered by making them consistent with the chosen narra-
tive: this should feel like office work, so a level of effort is necessary,
but the fictional application is ultimately designed to soothe, and so
should not be too stressful. Barr chooses to not punish players, with
errors simply leading to an opportunity to try again, but still requests
a certain intensity from them, exploiting the ubiquitous familiarity
of multi-tasking in contemporary computer-assisted work.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Externalising tacit knowledge
The analysis presented above is but one example of how an analysis
of Barr’s Work game based on code, builds, and documentation as
sourced from Work’s repository might have turned out. The spe-
cific observations raised rest not only on material evidence but also
on the designerly expertise, experiences, and game literacy of the
analyst – that is, his tacit knowledge. Within design studies, tacit
knowledge has been recognised as being difficult to articulate and
consciously access [58]. We see a core value of such analyses lying
in the facilitation of materialising tacit design knowledge – both that
of analyst and also of the designer (who may be one and the same).
An effective analysis of this format relies on claims that may be
informed by tacit knowledge but then must be justified in reference
to specific builds and materials. In particular, it now becomes easier
to make justified claims about how design priorities may have shifted
over a design process, interrelationships between design elements,
design aesthetics, design obsessions, the influence of external factors
(such as politics within game design communities or the dynamics
of crowdsourced financing), how narratives about design become
entrenched, and public perception.

In recent years, there have been related efforts from the interac-
tion design HCI community to recoup processual design knowledge.
One of these is Dalsgaard and Halskov’s process reflection tool, an
online project documentation tool focused on facilitating reflection

on design decision points [26]. Gaver writes about design workbooks,
assemblages of design proposals, mostly for understanding early
stage design [37]. Bowers proposes the annotated portfolio, a kind
of “family resemblances” style of design analytical writing that is
undertaken on a group of works to elucidate features of the shared
design problem space [17]. All of these efforts are philosophically
related to our own, though none are focused on games and partic-
ularly, the importance of playing a game in order to reflect on its
meaning and to draw specific observations. This is what we seek to
make possible: to enable game design researchers to draw specific
design observations on the basis of rich documentation and playable
time-relevant builds.

5.2 Subjectivity and interpretation
A standard critique of qualitative research is that it can be overly
subjective, either as a result of being based on too few data points
or because the researcher himself may be biased in particular ways.
While there are existing ways to respond to this critique, our method
facilitates another response: in the ideal case, all of a game’s pro-
cess and development materials have been made publicly accessible
in an online repository. Game design analyses that are based on
documented materials and repository builds can be challenged by
other design researchers, who can use the very same publicly avail-
able data to formulate their own analyses2. Indeed, having multiple
interpretations of a game’s design can only serve to enrich the think-
ing that surrounds it. These analyses can themselves be stored in
the repositories, thus being readily accessible to the game design
community at large.

5.3 ‘Hot’ and ‘cold’ analysis
A critical quality of any rigorous methodology is that both its pro-
cess and results be legible to outside observers. That the analysis
presented in this paper was performed by someone more or less
completely unfamiliar even with the game itself stands as a strong
endorsement of the method of documentation discussed here. No-
tably, the analyst was able to follow and to engage deeply with the
design process, providing a ‘cold’ reading of that process. Such
readings are important not least of all because of the lack of stakes
the analyst has in the work they are analysing – it is not important to
make the game look good or appear more intelligent than it was, for
example. A ‘cold’ analysis is thus trustworthy in a particular way.

With that said, although it was not explored in this paper, we also
see value in the alternative approach of a ‘hot’ reading of work by the
creator themselves. While there is naturally a risk of being “too close”
to the material, this must be balanced against the very real advantage
of the actual designer’s depth of knowledge and insight into their
own creation. The designer is far more likely to uncover detailed
and specific elements of their own design, simply because they have
already spent a great deal of their time contemplating it. Whereas
with a ‘cold’ analysis the recoverability provided by the method
helps the analyst by providing the material for their work, for a ‘hot’
analysis it is equally as valuable in providing external justification of
the analysis generated. While we cannot simply trust the designer to
be an objective observer of their work, the method here offers them

2We invite readers of this paper to examine the archived materials of Work and come to
their own conclusions, for example.
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the ability to support their arguments with the available evidence,
and so make a claim to rigour that might otherwise elude them.

5.4 What might have been
The large part of the analysis of Work offered here focused on a
history-oriented chronology of the game’s design and development
process, moving from early intuitions all the way through to a final
release. While this is perhaps the most clearly accessible mode of in-
quiry made available by the chronological structuring of the version
control system, at least one other intriguing possibility emerged in
the analysis. Specifically, we see more than once that the analysis
touches on design directions that were not followed in the course of
the game’s creation: the creator moved away from the frenetic nature
of WarioWare, he decided not to use his “alien language” approach
to representing content, and eventually he replaced a non-narrative
approach with a very specific narrative framing for the player activity
relatively late in the process.

While these ideas may not have made it to the final released
version of Work, they help to illustrate a strong benefit of the re-
coverability offered by version control: those versions of the game
continue to exist and are accessible. As we see in the analysis above,
these particular moments in the development process do not simply
represent ‘false steps’ that needed to be corrected to move forward,
they represent points in the larger design space navigated by this
game that are of interest in themselves. In particular, each of these
‘roads not taken’ offers a glimpse of a path leading off toward dis-
tinct approaches to leverage UI elements as the centre-point of game
design and, in doing so, illustrate what this game’s design process
was exploring. The ‘alien language’ commit of Work may not even
be reasonably said to be ‘the same game’ as the final release, but it
is from the same design space, and so illuminates that space in ways
that the final game cannot on its own.

6 CONCLUSIONS
The design of games is the solving of imagined problems. Unlike
productivity applications, which are designed to minimise challenge
and maximise usability, the design work involved in designing games
must navigate these concepts more carefully: too much reliance on
familiar design tropes, for instance, can be a death blow. Generalis-
able game design patterns have their place, but we seek to support
game design researchers in making specific, nuanced observations
about the game design process, play, and games as they may exist
“in the wild”. In this paper, we have introduced a design-oriented
game research method drawing on prototyping theory and software
development practice that supports such observations, showed it
in use for the game It is as if you were doing work, and shared an
example of what an analysis based on Work’s materials can look
like. While game design must likely remain a more or less subjective
and artistic act, with the method we offer here, we hope that game
design research can continue to reach for insight into the processes
and spaces that game designers explore.
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